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Abstract 

An MPPT controlled SEPIC converter for renewable energy supply 

program is actually introduced. The converter has advised several merits 

such as decreased voltage stresses, non-inverting output voltage, enhance 

efficiency as well as voltage gain increases. Moreover, the converter has 

constant input current that is appropriate for renewable energy and fuel 

cell uses. Transformer and coupled inductor does not use but attain better 

gain. There's simply no voltage overshoot during the turn off process. 

Solar PV Panel requires optimum energy issue keeping track of (MPPT) 

algorithms to create the specific amount of energy will be extracted. The 

suggested MPPT technique for SEPIC converter gains from the organic 

fluctuations happening in the converter to be severe powerful tracking 

developments while keeping small implementation without any essential 

of retaining temperature or maybe irradiance sensors. This particular 

product is actually being released to syndicate MPPT ideas with 

enormous signal linear command to attain a dependable, extraordinary 

solution. 

Index terms: SEPIC converter, MPPT Controller 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Owing to arise in energy mandatory in recent years, 

battery source has become insufficient for use. Therefore, 

the research about renewable energy sources in solar 

energy. Here MPPT controller controlled the SEPIC 

converter. The advantage of an MPPT control is to 

maintain a solar PV voltage. SEPIC converters are used 

for several applications such as small wind turbine, 

hybrid electric vehicle, PV systems, fuel cell and UPS 

[1]. 

Output voltage of renewable energy supply is low. 

DC-DC converter utilized to increase which will regulate 

the voltage amount in these methods. Solar PV panels to 

obtain optimum energy issue monitoring (MPPT), the 

type in current on the converter should be regular with 

lowered ripple. In fuel cell paper regulation is essential. 

Thus the converter has constant input current. Constant 

current on the DC DC is enhanced in compelling 

execution. By adding a SEPIC converter in alternative 

energy [2] [3]. Traditional buck boost converter isn't ideal 

for that application program resulting from its 

discontinuous input present. Switch voltage and output 

voltage is identical. Conduction losses and flipping losses 

calls for larger output voltage and high voltage controls. 

The voltage gain and productivity is diminished once the 

working δ is unity due to the increase of its in conduction 

losses [4] [5]. 

The non-isolated DC DC converter are utilized, 

thanks to the simplicity of theirs, reduced price, compact 

size and also much better efficiency [12].It is usually 

viewed as non-combined inductor and also put together 
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inductor converters [10] [13].Thus consolidated inductor 

has higher turns ratio. Additional clamping circuit is 

crucial to boost the proficiency [11], [14]. 

SEPIC majority on the formal step up converter with 

an extra associated method. Switched inductor plus 

switched capacitor cells are utilized this particular 

treatment [18], [19]. It provides high static gain without 

needing any coupled inductor and remote transformers by 

including additional variety of pieces plus voltage 

multiplier circuit that has reduced efficiency and also 

substantial complexity. 

Normally, industrial applications and power 

electronics utilize SEPIC Converter due to its qualities 

like reduced voltage gain, ripple free input and lossless 

snubber circuit. SEPIC converter has low step up gain. 

The SEPIC topology is easy and several supporting 

products are additional to the traditional SEPIC topology 

to have a better gain in contrast with some other SEPIC 

centered converters. The transfer gain voltage of this 

converter is actually (3 δ +1)/ (1- δ) that is actually 

greater compared to the converters in [24] [26] as well as 

the usual buck boost, buck, DUO and SEPIC converters. 

In that SEPIC converter can easily be operated in 2 

modes. However, there are actually constant conduction 

methods (CCM) along with discontinuous conduction 

method (DCM). By switching the duty cycle gating 

pulses for certainly on the changes and also a large output 

voltage range is actually achieved coupled, Transformer, 

and Additionally inductor does not use but achieve better 

gain. There's simply no voltage overshoot during the turn 

off process. This end result permits lower conduction 

through lower voltage rating switches with less 

opposition (on). Continuous inputs present as well as 

fewer ripples have suggested. Consequently, SEPIC 

converter is actually appropriate for renewable energy, 

for instance, solar automobile, standalone program as 

well as grid connected inverter. In that base paper we're 

consuming DC voltage rather than dc voltage is able to 

modify solar panel. it produces much more efficiency. 

Solar panel is maintained a continuous voltage. Here, 

MPPT control methods are introduced. Therefore, the 

theoretical examination as well as execution of the 

offered converter is actually analyzed by way of the test 

results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Proposed System 

 

Figure 1: MPPT controlled SEPIC converter 

In this existing system has more drawbacks because dc 

voltage is used here. it is easily run out and efficiency is 

very low. Power also very less. That proposed converter 

is used MPPT control. MPPT has more techniques like 

P&O, incremental conductance, neural network. in that 

proposed using P&O algorithm. In general, thus the curve 

drawn between V-I or P-V which has higher MPP .Thus 

the complete PV system produce maximum power as well 

as maximum efficiency. The middle stage of the MPP 

isn't revealed though it may be placed, both through 

design models or perhaps by searching algorithms. MPPT 

methods are utilized to monitor the PV array's voltage 

plus working issue maintained as its max. 

Perturb and observe method 

The Perturb and observe algorithms operates at regularly 

perturbing the array terminal voltage as well as evaluating 

the PV output energy with that of the prior perturbation 

cycle. If the PV array running voltage adjustments as well 

as power goes up, the management structure transports 

the array running thing in that path; overall the operating 

point is actually moved in conflicting route in the 

following perturb cycle the procedure remains in the 

exact same way. This is usually used by applying 

perturbations to the reference voltage or maybe the guide 

current signal of solar energy panel. It employs 

microprocessor with all the values for board voltage V 

moreover the panel existing current I. 
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Figure 2: Flowchart of P&O Algorithm 

 

3. Matlab Results 

To validate the presentation of the MPPT controller, the 

system is designed with the source modeling in 

MATLAB/Simulink and the experimental waveforms are 

obtained. The performance of the converter is studied 

under steady state condition. The performance of the 

converter is validated with the models to their efficiency 

conditions. 

 

a) Proposed system                   

In the proposed system circuit diagram and operations are 

studied and analyze the results through the 

MATLAB/Simulink software. It has higher efficiency 

compared to other converters. 

 

Figure 3: MPPT controlled SEPIC converter with P&O 

 

Figure 4: Input & output voltage 

The Simulink model of MPPT controlled SEPIC 

converter with P&O is shown in Fig.3.This SEPIC 

converter was supplied with PV source. Input & output 

voltage from the panel sourcing the converter as shown in 

Fig.4. In that waveform of input and output has more 

ripple current. 

 

Figure 5:  Input & output current of converter 

 

Figure 6: Output efficiency and irradiation intensity 

      

In that proposed converter efficiency is very low. It 

has more ripples which are shown in fig 6.normally 

irradiation at 1000w/m
2
.the conversion efficiency are 

91% and the graph show lesser than the efficiency graph 

of with MPPT converter. 

 

b) Fast response MPPT technique 

In the proposed converter has more ripples by using this 

fast response MPPT technique which reduces the ripple. 

P&O algorithm has trial error, so doesn’t get accurate 

voltage. Fast response is an MPPT technique to 
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converging extreme power in PV system with minimum 

power losses as well as reduces ripples. 

 

Figure 7: SEPIC by using fast response MPPT technique 

 

Figure 8:  Input & output voltage 

 

Simulink model of solar powered SEPIC converter 

by using fast response MPPT technique are shown in 

fig.7. This sepic converter was supplied with PV source. 

This PV source is idle. By using this fast response 

technique which reduces the more ripples as shown in 

Fig.8 

 

Figure 9: Input & output current 

Output efficiency as well as irradiation intensity is 

shown in fig 10.the conversion efficiency is 99% and the 

graph show lesser oscillation than the efficiency graph of 

without MPPT and with P&O MPPT converter. 

 

Figure 10: Efficiency and Irradiation Intensity 

Table 1: Comparison table of proposed system 

Method Efficiency (%) 

With MPPT-P&O 91 

with MPPT-fast 

response technique 

99 

 

4. Conclusion 

This paper is presented an MPPT controlled sepic 

converter for renewable energy source application. PV 

systems are utilized MPPT which is one of the 

fundamental issues for influencing the electrical 

efficiency of these systems. This work brings a strong fast 

response MPPT strategy in a PVSEPIC converter, which 

maintains the efficiency under various ecological 

conditions. Because of the simpler control structure that 

brings a cascade control which coordinates the normal 

MPPT systems with the closed loop control which can 

follow extremely quick irradiance changes. Mean while, 

the inward reliability of the general closed loop systems 

is ensured for various burden situations. The MPPT 

control system is approved through test results, where the 

closed loop execution is evaluated under sudden 

irradiance and set-point changes, the trial results shows 

the proposed MPPT systems has a better stability  and 

strength over P&O control, that keeps up the efficiency 

which makes the controller appropriate for different DC 

applications that request high effectiveness. 
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